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Abstract: Squaraines (SQs) are unusual cyanine dyes with a unique resonance-stabilized zwitteri-
onic structure. These dyes have attracted significant attention in the fields of organic electronics
and organic photonics, due to their facile synthesis, intense and narrow visible and near-infrared
absorption/emission, high photostability, low biotoxicity, etc. In this review, we summarize the
recent progress of SQ-based fluorescent materials and their biomedical applications. After a brief
introduction to SQs, general synthetic routes and design principles of SQ-based fluorescent materials,
as well as their aggregation-induced luminescence behaviors, are discussed. Subsequently, their
biomedical applications for cell imaging and as fluorescent sensors and therapeutic agents are intro-
duced. Finally, a summary and perspective are given for promoting the development of SQs-based
fluorescent materials.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, organic dyes have been widely used in the fields of organic light-
emitting diodes, orgonic photovoltaics, sensing, biological imaging, theragnostic, etc. [1–3],
due to their attractive advantages, including facile synthesis, low cost, easily tunable chemi-
cal structures and properties, good biocompatibility, and so on [4–6]. Among them, cyanine
dyes have attracted significant attention from researchers attributed to their favorable
optical properties, including narrow absorption/emission band with broad spectral range,
large molar extinction coefficient, high emission efficiency, and so on [7,8]. A cyanine
generally consists of a conjugated polymethine chain with an odd number of methine units,
and possesses a highly delocalized charge along the chain. Thus, an attractive feature
of cyanines is that their optical properties are highly correlated with the polymethine
chain length.

Squaraine dyes (SQs) are a peculiar class of cyanine dyes. One of the biggest structure
differences between SQs and other types of cyanine dyes is that SQs contain an electron-
deficient square ring at the center of the polymethine chain, leading to a quadrupolar
donor-acceptor-donor (D-A-D) structure with a unique resonance-stabilized zwitterionic
feature, as shown in Scheme 1a [9–13]. In addition, the central square ring can make
the polymethine chain rigid and planar to resist the photoisomerization and oxidation,
and thus SQs intrinsically exhibit a greater stability over other cyanines [14,15]. The
first example of an SQ, derived from squaric acid, was reported by Triebs and Jacob in
1965 [16]. Subsequently, numerous SQs have been reported by researchers using different
electron-rich subunits, such as pyrroles, indolenines, quinolines, benzothiazoles, N, N-
dialkylanilines and phenols, etc., which have been widely used as photosensitizers for
photovoltaics, organic semiconductors, nonlinear optical materials, and so on [4,17–21].
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Scheme 1. (a) Resonance−stabilized zwitterionic structure of a representative SQ. (b) Conventional 
synthetic pathways of symmetrical, unsymmetrical, and core−substituted SQs. (c) New synthetic 
pathways of symmetrical SQs. 

SQs can be simply divided into symmetrical SQs and unsymmetrical SQs, depending 
on whether the end−groups are the same. Their synthetic routes are shown in Scheme 1b 
[20,22]. As shown, the symmetrical SQ is simply synthesized by the condensation of one 
equivalent squaric acid with two equivalent nucleophiles in a mixture of high−boil-
ing−point alcohol and aromatic hydrocarbons. Although the major product is the 1,3−sub-
stituted SQ, the 1,2−substituted by−product can also be observed [23]. Unlike symmetrical 
SQs, the synthesis of unsymmetrical SQs is less straightforward, and it usually involves 
three steps: (1) one equivalent nucleophile is used to react with squaryl dichloride or 
squaric acid ester to give a stable intermediate, (2) the intermediate is treated with base or 
acid to afford the semisquaraine, (3) the semisquaraine reacted with another equivalent 
nucleophile. However, combining different end−groups allows for a better tuning of the 
chemical and optical properties of unsymmetrical dyes. Moreover, the core−substituted 
SQs mean that one oxygen atom of the central square ring is replaced by other groups 
(Scheme 1b), among which the dicyanomethylene group is the most efficient elec-
tron−withdrawing substituent to modify the molecular geometry, molecular crystallinity, 
and the optical properties [24,25]. Recently, scientists have also turned their attention to 
new synthetic approaches towards SQs. For example, Shankarling et al. developed a more 

Scheme 1. (a) Resonance-stabilized zwitterionic structure of a representative SQ. (b) Conventional
synthetic pathways of symmetrical, unsymmetrical, and core-substituted SQs. (c) New synthetic
pathways of symmetrical SQs.

SQs can be simply divided into symmetrical SQs and unsymmetrical SQs, depend-
ing on whether the end-groups are the same. Their synthetic routes are shown in
Scheme 1b [20,22]. As shown, the symmetrical SQ is simply synthesized by the conden-
sation of one equivalent squaric acid with two equivalent nucleophiles in a mixture of
high-boiling-point alcohol and aromatic hydrocarbons. Although the major product is
the 1,3-substituted SQ, the 1,2-substituted by-product can also be observed [23]. Unlike
symmetrical SQs, the synthesis of unsymmetrical SQs is less straightforward, and it usually
involves three steps: (1) one equivalent nucleophile is used to react with squaryl dichloride
or squaric acid ester to give a stable intermediate, (2) the intermediate is treated with base
or acid to afford the semisquaraine, (3) the semisquaraine reacted with another equivalent
nucleophile. However, combining different end-groups allows for a better tuning of the
chemical and optical properties of unsymmetrical dyes. Moreover, the core-substituted
SQs mean that one oxygen atom of the central square ring is replaced by other groups
(Scheme 1b), among which the dicyanomethylene group is the most efficient electron-
withdrawing substituent to modify the molecular geometry, molecular crystallinity, and
the optical properties [24,25]. Recently, scientists have also turned their attention to new
synthetic approaches towards SQs. For example, Shankarling et al. developed a more
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environment-friendly approach to obtaining symmetrical SQs with enhanced yield by using
choline chloride/urea mixtures as the biorenewable deep eutectic solvent (Scheme 1c) [26].
Furthermore, a solvent-free infrared radiation synthetic method has been reported by
Punzi et al. for preparing indolenine-based SQs (Scheme 1c) [27].

SQs have been successfully explored as fluorescent sensors and bioimaging agents.
The fluorescence sensing is, for example, achieved by introducing a specific recognition
site [28]. Additionally, SQs display aggregation properties that are susceptible to various
external factors, such as ions, pH, protein etc. Changing the aggregation behavior is
generally accompanied by a change in the optical response [29]. Furthermore, SQs with
efficient non-radiative transition and singlet oxygen- (1O2) generation efficiency have
been reported as photodynamic therapy (PDT) and photothermal therapy (PTT) agents.
The corresponding photophysical mechanisms for PDT and PTT are explained using the
Jablonski diagram (Figure 1) [30,31]. As shown, the electrons are excited under suitable
excitation, and the direct radiative decay to the ground state (S0) is fluorescence, which
is suitable for bioimaging, while the nonradiative vibration relaxation to S0 is always
accompanied by heat generation, which thus is applied to PTT. For PDT, the excitons at the
lowest triplet excited state (T1) could be transferred to the nearby substrates, such as oxygen,
leading to the generation of toxic reactive oxygen species (ROS) to kill the surrounding
cancer cells. Generally, ROS are divided into two categories: (1) Type I photosensitizers
are obtained when T1 reacts with the biological molecules to form •OH, O2

−•, and H2O2
by electron transfer process; (2) Type II photosensitizers are obtained when T1 transfers
energy to the ground state oxygen to form 1O2 by energy transfer process. By adjusting the
molecular structures, a variety of SQ-based fluorescent materials have been developed for
different applications. In this review, we summarize the recent progress of SQs for their
applications in the detection of specific analytes, bioimaging, and therapeutics, and we also
discuss the challenges and perspectives of future design of SQs.
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2. New Design Strategies of SQ-Based Fluorescent Materials

Although SQs show favorable optical properties, a long-standing challenge for lim-
iting SQ-based luminogens is the undesired aggregation causes quenching (ACQ) effect.
This always occurs in their aggregate state, i.e., in aqueous solution, caused by strong
intermolecular interactions as a result of their highly planar and quadrupolar structure [29].
To solve this problem, researchers have recently made great efforts to explore new design
strategies by carefully tuning the end-groups, which has, encouragingly, led to attractive
crystallization-induced emission enhancement (CIEE) [32] and aggregation induced emis-
sion (AIE) [33]. The CIEE and AIE properties of SQs are mainly attributed to the control of
their self-assembly as well as the mitigation of tight π-π stacking through rotor structures.
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2.1. SQs with CIEE Properties

Unsymmetrical SQs have constituted a large portion of SQ-based fluorescent mate-
rials. This is because compared to the symmetrical structure, unsymmetrical SQs exhibit
much better flexibility for synthetic manipulation, making their absorption and emission
properties easily tunable by modifying the end-groups [10]. More importantly, symmetry
breaking can to some degree weaken the strong intermolecular interactions between SQs.
For example, Gao et al. developed two piperidine-capped unsymmetrical SQs, i.e., NCSQ-g
and CCSQ-1, as shown in Figure 2a [34]. NCSQ-g was found to show unconventional
solid-state fluorescence (photo-luminescence quantum yield, ΦPLQY = 0.36), while CCSQ-1
only had intense fluorescence in solution, associated with a typical ACQ effect in the solid
state (Figure 2b). Interestingly, as shown in Figure 2c, the emission spectrum of the NCSQ-g
powders exhibited an almost complete overlap with the absorption band of CCSQ-1 in
solution, enabling an efficient energy transfer from NCSQ-g powder to CCSQ-1. When a
very small amount (0.0001–1.0 mol%) of CCSQ-1 was doped into NCSQ-g, the characteristic
emission peak of NCSQ-g at 548 nm gradually decreased, while the emission of CCSQ-1
appeared and gradually increased with increasing amounts of CCSQ-1. As a result, various
fluorescence colors from yellow-green to scarlet was obtained, as shown in Figure 2d, by
doping a small amount of CCSQ-1 powder into NCSQ-g (0–0.5 mol%).
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tallization−induced emission reverses from dark states to bright excited states. Mean-
while, the CIEE−SQ−CHCl3 co−crystal (Figure 3c) was obtained in CHCl3 solution with the 
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Figure 2. (a) Molecular structures of NCSQ-g and CCSQ-1. (b) Photographs of NCSQ-g (green) and
CCSQ-1 (red) in THF solution (left) and photographs of crystals of NCSQ-g (green) and the CCSQ-1-
doped NCSQ-g crystal powder (0.05 mol%, red) (right) under UV lamp illumination. (c) Fluorescent
spectra of CCSQ-1/NCSQ-g crystalline at different ratios of NCSQ-g. Inset: the spectral overlap
of the crystal emission of NCSQ-g (red) and the absorption of CCSQ-1 in THF solution (blue).
(d) Photographs of the CCSQ-1-doped NCSQ-g crystalline (0, 0.001, 0.005, 0.05, and 0.5 mol%)
under daylight (top) and UV lamp illumination (bottom). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [34].
Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.

On the basis of the work of NCSQ-g, Gu and Peng et al. recently reported another
piperidine-capped unsymmetrical SQ named CIEE-SQ, produced by changing the length
of the alkyl chain of aniline end group (Figure 3a) [35]. CIEE-SQ exhibited no emission
in diluted THF solution, but strong yellow emission in crystal (Figure 3b), suggesting
crystallization-induced emission reverses from dark states to bright excited states. Mean-
while, the CIEE-SQ-CHCl3 co-crystal (Figure 3c) was obtained in CHCl3 solution with
the yellow-green emission. Moreover, as shown in Figure 3d, the study demonstrated
that when the filter paper strip immobilized with CIEE-SQ was put into the vessel with
the saturated CHCl3 vapor, intense yellow-green emission was observed under 365 nm
UV lamp, reverting to a weak orange-yellow emission after removal from vessel. This
phenomenon can be repeated many times without apparent fatigue (Figure 3e). On this
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basis, a simple encryption model was established; the strong yellow-green emission of the
character of “C” encrypted by CIEE-SQ was only illuminated by CHCl3 fuming under UV
irradiation while other characters showed no emission (Figure 3f).
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in THF solution and crystal state. (c) Fluorescent spectrum of CIEE-SQ-CHCl3 co-crystal. Inset:
fluorescent photograph taken by UV lamp illumination. (d) Fluorescent spectra of filter papers before
and after fuming by CHCl3 vapor. Inset: fluorescent images with CHCl3 fuming and air drying
under UV lamp illumination. (e) The recycle of fluorescent intensities before and after fuming with
CHCl3 vapor for filter papers. (f) Data encryption and decryption on a filter paper based on CIEE-SQ.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [35]. Copyright 2020, Wiley-VCH.

In contrast to the commonly explored 1,3-substituted unsymmetrical SQs, 1,2- substi-
tuted unsymmetrical SQs exhibit more distorted molecular structure, but greater fluorescent
emission properties. Wang et al. reported two novel 1,2-unsymmetrical SQs, namely SQM
and SQB (Figure 4a), using benzimidazole derivatives modified with methyl and benzyl
groups as the end groups, respectively [36]. Therein, the benzimidazole derivatives pro-
vided a torsion angle with respect to the central squarate ring to suppress the intense π–π
stacking. As is depicted in Figure 4b, the single crystals of SQM and SQB were obtained
from different solvents with strong bright yellow to red fluorescence. In crystal, the SQM
molecules self-assembled into 1D microrods, whereas 1D microrods (Z-SQB·CH2Cl2) or 2D
microplates (E-SQB·2CH3OH) were found for the SQB assemblies. In Figure 4c, upon sub-
jecting the red-emitting E-SQB·CH3OH crystalline to various solvent vapors, quite distinct
emission colors can be identified. Moreover, the multiple vapochromism of the SQB·solvent
assemblies were demonstrated in Figure 4d, indicating that crystalline SQB can be used as
a potential fluorescent sensor for the detection of different organic solvent vapors.

Recently, symmetrical SQs have also been successfully designed to achieve CIEE prop-
erties. For example, Gu et al. synthesized a symmetrical SQ based on bis(4-chlorophenyl)
amine end group (SPOC-SQ), which can form emission-tunable, purely organic, soft porous
crystals (Figure 5a) [37]. The formation of porous crystal framework is promoted by inter-
molecular interactions, including π-π interactions and H-bonds. SPOC-SQ performed weak
emission in solution state, but efficient green emission in single crystal state, thus exhibiting
CIEE properties. Interestingly, these crystals were found to exhibit reversible stimuli-
responsive single-crystal-to-single-crystal (SCSC) structural transformation, accompanied
by tunable emission (Figure 5b). Moreover, the activated SPOC-SQ-a can selectively absorb
acetylene (C2H2) over other gases without destroying the single crystallinity (Figure 5c),
with a gate-opening sorption enthalpy of 33.0 kJ/mol (Figure 5d).
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Figure 4. (a) Molecular structures of SQM and SQB. (b) Fluorescent images of crystal SQM, Z-
SQB·CH2Cl2 and E-SQB·2CH3OH taken by fluorescence microscopy. (c) The fluorescent images of
E-SQB·CH3OH after exposure to different solvent vapors under UV lamp illumination. (d) Schematic
diagram of reversible thermochromism and vapochromism of the SQB·solvent assemblies. Adapted
with permission from Ref. [36]. Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.
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from Ref. [37]. Copyright 2021, American Chemical Society.

2.2. SQs with AIE Properties

Due to their out-of-order packing and strong dipole–dipole interaction, the AIE phe-
nomenon is difficult to realize for SQ-based luminogens in aqueous solutions. To address
this issue, we recently developed a new series of symmetrical and unsymmetrical SQs with
AIE properties using tetraphenylethylene (TPE) functionalized diarylamine derivatives
as the end groups [38]. The resulting TPE-SQ1-3 (Figure 6a) exhibited poor emission in
solution state, but could emit intense emission in the nanoaggregated state in THF/H2O
mixtures (Figure 6b). The maximum emission peaks and emission efficiencies of pristine
powders TPE-SQ1-3 were determined to be 548 nm (ΦPLQY = 0.11), 534 nm (ΦPLQY = 0.13),
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and 695 nm (ΦPLQY = 0.02), respectively. Moreover, the symmetrical TPE-SQ1 and TPE-SQ2
powders also exhibited reversible mechanochromic characteristics with adjustable emission
colors from yellow to orange red (Figure 6c,d), owing to the morphology change from the
loose crystalline state to the tight amorphous state.
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TPE−SQ4 and TPE−SQ5 (Figure 6e) [39]. The resulting TPE−SQ4 and TPE−SQ5 exhibited 
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when compared to TPE−SQ3 (Figure 6f). Interestingly, the solid−state ΦPLQY of TPE−SQ4 
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Figure 6. (a) Molecular structures of TPE-SQ1-3. (b) Fluorescent spectra of TPE-SQ2-3 in THF/H2O
mixtures with different water volume fractions. Mechanochromism fluorescence photographs of
pristine, ground, and fumed TPE-SQ1 (c) and TPE-SQ2 (d) powders and under UV lamp illumination.
Adapted with permission from Ref. [38]. Copyright 2020, Royal Society of Chemistry. (e) Molecular
structures of TPE-SQ4 and TPE-SQ5. (f) Fluorescent spectra of TPE-SQ4 (left) in THF/H2O mixtures
with different water volume fractions and TPE-SQ5 (right) in THF/n-hexane mixtures with different
n-hexane volume fractions. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [39]. Copyright 2021, Wiley-VCH.

To improve the emission efficiency of TPE-SQ3, we further synthesized two new
unsymmetrical SQs by introducing an additional TPE unit on the indolenine end group,
i.e., TPE-SQ4 and TPE-SQ5 (Figure 6e) [39]. The resulting TPE-SQ4 and TPE-SQ5 exhibited
enhanced AIE properties and displayed intense, deep red emission in THF/H2O mixtures
when compared to TPE-SQ3 (Figure 6f). Interestingly, the solid-state ΦPLQY of TPE-SQ4
was increased to 7.6%, while that of TPE-SQ5 was improved to 11% due to the introduction
of an anionic sulfonate group (SO3

−) that can enhance the molecular hydrophilicity and
further modulate the intermolecular interactions.

Furthermore, we developed another SQ-based AIE luminogen (AIEgen) with deep-red
emission based on pyrylium end group, namely TPE-SQ12 (Figure 7a) [40]. We found
that the use of elastomer as the host polymer can significantly improve the thermore-
sponsive performance of AIEgens, and thus by doping a small amount of TPE-SQ12 into
styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR), we obtained a high-performance, red-emissive, thermore-
sponsive film with high contrast ratio, fast response time (less than 3 s), and excellent
reversible response (Figure 7b). Using this SBR/TPE-SQ12 film, double encryption for anti-
counterfeiting and temperature mapping systems were successfully established (Figure 7c).
Moreover, white emission was further realized by co-doping TPE-SQ12 with a cyan dye
into SBR under UV irradiation (Figure 7d), delivering fluorescent thermochromism with
enhanced temperature mapping ability.
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3. SQ-Based Functional Materials for Biomedical Applications
3.1. Fluorescent SQs as Biosensors

Selective and sensitive detection of a specific analyte is crucial when designing molec-
ular probes. To date, SQs have been applied for sensing various specific analytes, such as
metal ions, anions, nucleic acids, amino acid, proteins, and so on [7,28,41–43]. Different
detection mechanisms have been developed, including metal coordination, nucleophilic
addition, H-bond interaction, protonation/deprotonation, and aggregation/disaggregation,
etc. [29] Here, based on these mechanisms, some representative works will be introduced.

In 2017, Lu et al. developed a “turn-on” far-red/NIR fluorescent sensor based on
unsymmetrical SQ, i.e., SQ-DNBS (Figure 8a), for selective detection of thiophenol [44].
As depicted in Figure 8b,c, SQ-DNBS showed a colorimetric and “turn-on” fluorometric
dual-channel transform for thiophenol in PBS solution, with high selectivity and sensitivity
(detection limit: 9.9 nM). With the addition of thiophenol, the fluorescence of SQ-DNBS
gradually increased at 645 nm with rapid response in PBS solution (Figure 8c), attributed
to the cleavage reaction of SQ-DNBs mediated by thiophenol.

Pang et al. prepared a symmetrical SQ, namely SQ1 (Figure 8d), as a fluorescent sensor
of glutathione (GSH) [45]. As illustrated in Figure 8e, due to strong aggregation of SQ1 in
borate buffer solution, it showed very weak fluorescence. Upon addition of GSH to the SQ1
borate buffer solution, the fluorescence was notably enhanced at 630 and 820 nm in the
presence of o-phthalaldehyde (OPA, react with GSH formation of isoindole-GSH derivative
at room temperature). Owing to a strong interaction between isoindole-GSH and SQ1, the
SQ1 disaggregated and self-assembled with isoindole-GSH (Figure 8f).
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Figure 8. (a) Molecular structure of SQ-DNBS. (b) Absorption spectra of SQ-DNBS with the addition
of different concentrations of thiophenol in PBS. (c) Fluorescent spectra of SQ-DNBS with the addition
of different concentrations of thiophenol in PBS. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [44]. Copyright
2017, American Chemical Society. (d) Molecular structures of SQ1 and isoindole-GSH. (e) Fluorescent
spectra of SQ1 with the addition of different concentrations of GSH in borate buffer. (f) Fluorescent
spectra of SQ1 in the presence of OPA, 11 different kinds of amino acids and Hcy. Adapted with
permission from Ref. [45]. Copyright 2013, Royal Society of Chemistry. (g) Molecular structure
of SQgl. (h) Absorption (solid lines) and fluorescent (dotted lines, inset) spectra of SQgl with the
addition of different concentrations of VAV-1 in buffer solution. (i) Fluorescent titrations curves of
SQgl buffered solution with the oligonucleotides showing in the legend. Adapted with permission
from Ref. [46]. Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH.

Würthner et al. reported a new amphiphilic core-substituted SQgl (Figure 8g) as an
NIR “turn-on” fluorescent probe to detect VAV-1 (G4s, one of the G-quadruplexes, which
are DNA or RNA tertiary structures) with high selectivity [46]. As shown in Figure 8h,
SQgl formed a nonfluorescent aggregate by self-assembly in buffer solution. However,
upon addition of VAV-1, the fluorescent intensity at 700 nm was pronouncedly enhanced
by forming a sandwich-like SQgl/G4 1:2 complex, accompanied by significantly increased
ΦPLQY up to 0.61 in the far-red/NIR region.

As discussed in above, our group has developed a series of SQ-based deep-red-
emissive AIEgens, i.e., TPE-SQ3-5 (Figure 6) [39]. We further encouragingly found that
they could serve as high performance ClO− sensors with high selectivity and sensitivity
(Figure 9a–e). The results showed that TPE-SQ3 and TPE-SQ4 are “turn-off” fluorescent
probes (Figure 9b), while TPE-SQ5 is a ratiometric fluorescent probe (detection limit: 5.6 nM)
(Figure 9d). The sensing mechanism indicated that when detecting ClO−, an oxindole
product is generated for TPE-SQ5 (the key for ratiometric fluorescence), while an epoxide
product is obtained for TPE-SQ4. In addition, TPE-SQ5 can be fabricated into nanoparticles
(NPs) with biocompatible nonionic Pluronic F-127. The resulting TPE-SQ5 NPs exhibited
excellent biocompatibility and low cytotoxicity, and can sensitively image exogenous and
endogenous ClO− in living cells (Figure 9f).
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Figure 9. (a) The fluorescent photographs of TPE-SQ3-5 before and after adding ClO− (10 equivalent)
in 95% H2O/THF mixtures under UV lamp irradiation. (b) The fluorescent spectra of TPE-SQ3
with the addition of different concentrations of ClO−. (c) Histogram of the fluorescent spectra of
TPE-SQ3 in the presence of ClO− and different anions. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [38].
Copyright 2020, Royal Society of Chemistry. (d) The fluorescent spectra of TPE-SQ5 in the presence of
different concentrations of ClO−. (e) The fluorescent spectra of TPE-SQ5 in the presence of ClO− and
different ROSs. (f) The fluorescent images incubated with TPE-SQ5 NPs for ClO− detection in living
RAW264.7 cells using confocal microscopy. Adapted with permission from Ref. [39]. Copyright 2021,
Wiley-VCH.

3.2. Fluorescent SQs for Bioimaging

Due to their intense deep-red and NIR emission, high photostability and low cytotoxi-
city, SQs have also been investigated for in vitro and in vivo bioimaging [47–49]. Currently
there are two different methods for SQs to realize effective bioimaging: direct conjuga-
tion with a targeting ligand and nano-precipitation [21]. For example, we demonstrated
that TPE-SQ3-based NPs encapsulated by amphiphilic polymer PEG-b-PCL can bring
bright far-red cell fluorescence with outstanding photostability when used for 4T1 cell
imaging [38].

Xi et al. reported a new core-substituted SQ, i.e., MitoESq-635, by specifically con-
necting SQ to the membrane proteins in the mitochondria, as shown in Figure 10a [50].
By adopting super-resolution technology, MitoESq-635 was investigated as a bioimaging
reagent to image the dynamic structures of mitochondrial cristae in living HeLa cells. As
shown in Figure 10b,c, the stimulated emission depletion (STED) imaging of the living Hela
cells incubated with MitoESq-635 showed low saturation intensity and high photostability.
Meanwhile, the time-lapse imaging of the mitochondrial inner membrane in living HeLa
cells was carried out with an outstanding resolution of 35.2 nm.

Zhao et al. developed a NIR-absorbing quinoline-based SQ for in vivo fluorescence
and photoacoustic imaging, namely D1 (Figure 10d) [51]. Dicyanomethylene substitu-
tion at the center of squarate bridge results in redshifted absorption and emission, and
increased ΦPLQY. D1 was encapsulated with the biocompatible Pluoronic F-127 to obtain
NPs (D1micelle) in aqueous conditions with low cytotoxicity. The resulting D1micelle not
only showed high fluorescent intensity in Huh-7 cells (Figure 10e), but also emitted strong
NIR fluorescence signal in thoracic/abdominal area of the mouse (Figure 10f). Besides, the
photoacoustic imaging capability of D1micelle was also studied, and a high signal intensity
was observed at 840 nm (Figure 10g), showing favorable photoacoustic imaging ability.
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Figure 10. (a) Molecular structure and schematic diagram of MitoESq-635 for mitochondrial dynamics
imaging. (b) Color-coded STED imaging of the 3D stack in cancer cells. (c) The fluorescence intensity
curves and imaging of HeLa cells incubated with MitoESq-635 (top) and MitoTracker Green (bottom).
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [50]. Copyright 2020, Nature Publishing Group. (d) Molecular
structure of D1. (e) Fluorescent images of the Huh-7 cells incubated with D1(top) and D1micelle

(bottom) by confocal microscopy. (f) Fluorescent images of a mouse were measured before (left) and
after (right) of intravenous injection with D1micelle. (g) The photoacoustic images of a live mouse
anatomy. Adapted with permission from Ref. [51]. Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.

In addition to the core-substituted SQs described above, symmetrical and unsymmet-
rical SQs have also been successfully explored as the bioimaging materials. Delcamp et al.
recently synthesized a water-soluble NIR-absorbing SQ, namely SO3SQ (Figure 11a), using
the indolizine derivatives as end groups [52]. SO3SQ showed a very high ΦPLQY of 58%
with absorption and emission >700 nm in fetal bovine serum (Figure 11b). Compared to
FDA approved dye indocyanine green (ICG), SO3SQ exhibited higher molecular brightness
and prolonged photostability, making it an attractive potential NIR biological imaging
material with low cytotoxicity (Figure 11c).

Recently, Choi et al. also developed a series of unsymmetrical SQ, i.e., OCTL12-16
(Figure 11d) [53]. The surface charges of SQs are suitable for rapid transporter-mediated
cellular uptake. As shown in Figure 11e, OCTL14 showed excellent lysosome-targeting
ability (76.2%), optimal optical and pharmacokinetic profiles due to the positive charge of
the quaternary anime. Dual fluorescence imaging of tumors and ureters incubated with
OCTL14 and ZW800-PEG showed high specificity and sensitivity after a single intravenous
injection (Figure 11f).

Additionally, SQ-based conjugated polymers were also developed in bioimaging.
Compared to the small molecules, they showed larger Stokes shifts and higher ΦPLQYs
in the NIR region [54]. For example, Chiu et al. developed a series of SQ-based, pH-
responsive NIR emitters with high photostability, i.e., PFSqG0-2 (Figure 12a), by covalently
incorporating SQs into the polyfluorene backbone [55]. When the concentration of SQ
backbone was less than 5%, the fluorescence self-quenching of these SQ-based polymers
was effectively suppressed. As shown in Figure 12b, PFSqG2–5% can be used to detect the
tiny intracellular pH changes effectively in living MCF7 cells.
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Figure 11. (a) Molecular structure of SO3SQ. (b) The molar absorptivity and normalized fluorescence
emission of SO3SQ in Vis-NIR region. (c) The confocal images of living S2 cells incubated with
SO3SQ and LysoTracker. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [52]. Copyright 2020, American
Chemical Society. (d) Molecular structures of OCTL12-16. (e) Subcellular localization (left) of ID8 cells
incubated with OCTL14 for 30 min. Co-localization index (right) of OCTL14 with LysoTracker Red
or MitoTracker Green. **** p < 0.0001 by two-tailed Student’s t-test. (f) Dual fluorescent imaging of
tumors and ureters incubated with OCTL14 and ZW800-PEG, respectively. Adapted with permission
from Ref. [53]. Copyright 2022, Wiley-VCH.
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Figure 12. (a) Molecular structures of PFSqG0-2 polymers. (b) The fluorescent images of MCF-7 cells
incubated with PFSqG2—5% and treated with NH4Cl and H2O2 in pH 7.4 PBS buffer solution using
confocal microscopy upon laser illumination. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [55]. Copyright
2017, Royal Society of Chemistry.

Up-conversion luminescence (UCL) is a special process whereby long wavelength
photons are converted into shorter wavelength photons by efficient energy-transfer pro-
cesses [56]. In two-photon absorption (TPA), one molecule absorbs two photons simultane-
ously when excited, and the two-photon fluorescence belongs to UCL, which shows good
spatial selectivity and less damage to samples compared with those of the one-photon pro-
cess [57]. SQs with high TPA cross-section (δ) value were successfully designed, including
extended π-systems and various conjugated D/A units [58]. Zhang et al. reported a series
of symmetrical SQs for TPA bioimaging, i.e., ISD-1-7 (Figure 13a) [59]. Among the series,
ISD-7 had a remarkable TPA δ value above 8000 GM at 780 nm (Figure 13b), which is suit-
able for the optical window in biological tissue. Hence, ISD-7 was successfully employed
in NIR fibroblast cell imaging and in vivo cerebrovascular blood fluid tracing (Figure 13c)
using two-photon laser confocal scanning microscopy. Recently, Belfield and Hagan et al.
also developed an unsymmetrical SQ with charged nonconjugated substituent [60], offering
bright red fluorescence two-photon imaging of HeLa cells.
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Figure 13. (a) Molecular structures of ISD compounds. (b) Two-photon absorption (TPA) cross-section
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3.3. Fluorescent SQs for PTT and PDT

Wang et al. developed a dicyanomethylene-substituted SQ (Figure 14a) with high
photostability [61]. Biocompatible supramolecular adduct SQ⊂BSA was achieved by
hydrophobic and H-bonding interactions between SQ and bovine serum albumin (BSA),
leading to 80-fold fluorescence enhancement. Meanwhile, to enhance the targeting ability
of SQ⊂BSA, folic acid (FA) was chosen as the targeting ligand to conjugate to SQ⊂BSA.
The resulting SQ⊂BSA-FA was cultivated in KB cells, and most of these were dead treated
with NIR laser (Figure 14b), resulting in a notable PTT effect. Subsequently, photothermal
tumor therapy studies in vivo were carried out in KB cells xenografted nude mouse models,
demonstrating SQ⊂BSA-FA as one of the potential photothermal materials for antitumor
therapy under NIR window (Figure 14c).
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tion, MDAMB−231 breast cancer tumor−bearing mice were used to study the photother-
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Figure 14. (a) Molecular structure of SQ. (b) Live/dead cell staining assays of KB cells incubated with
control, SQ⊂BSA and SQ⊂BSA-FA treated with (top) and without (bottom) NIR laser. (c) The tumor
volume curves (left) and body weight change curves (right) of mice bearing KB tumors with PBS,
PBS + Laser, SQ⊂BSA + Laser and SQ⊂BSA-FA + Laser. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [61].
Copyright 2014, Elsevier Ltd. (d) Molecular structure of SQ1. (e) Cell viability (left) and live/dead
cell staining assays (right) of breast cancer cells after treatment with different concentrations of SQ1
NP with or without NIR laser irradiation. (f) Tumor growth curves (left) and body weight (right)
treated with PBS, PBS + laser, SQ1 PN and SQ1 PN + laser. Adapted with permission from Ref. [62].
Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society.

Recently, Wang et al. reported a new SQ (SQ1, Figure 14d) employing the same
core but with 1,8-naphtholactam as the end group [62]. SQ1 was encapsulated with the
amphiphilic polymer DSPE-PEG and the peptide CREKA to obtain NPs (SQ1 nanoprobe),
showing excellent NIR-II fluorescence imaging and photoacoustic imaging. Figure 14e
shows that SQ1 NPs can kill most MDA-MB-231 cells under NIR irradiation as a result of
efficient photothermal effects, while most cells were alive in the control group. In addition,
MDAMB-231 breast cancer tumor-bearing mice were used to study the photothermal
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therapeutic efficiency, indicating that the tumor growth of the SQ1 nanoprobe-treated
group upon NIR irradiation was effectively suppressed when compared to other control
groups (Figure 14f).

Dicyanomethylene-substituted SQ also showed good performance in PDT. Shang-
guan et al. developed a series of SQs, i.e., CSBE, CSME, CSBM, and CSTS (Figure 15a), with
benzothiazole derivatives as the end groups [63]. These molecules showed negligible dark
toxicity in multiple cancer cells tested by CCK-8 assay. However, under laser irradiation,
they could generate singlet oxygen as photosensitizers, thereby efficiently killing the cancer
cells (Figure 15b). Among them, CSBE showed the strongest photo-cytotoxicity under laser
irradiation at 690 nm. In addition, CSBE was injected into tumor-bearing mice for further
PDT, and the pathological features of tumors of CSBE + light group showed severe cellular
damage, leading to significantly decreased tumor volume compared to the control groups
(Figure 15c).
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Recently, Reis and Silvestre et al. further synthesized a series of SQs with different 
groups on the central oxygen atoms, such as sulfur, barbituric acid, amino, and methyla-
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Figure 15. (a) Molecular structures of CSBE, CSME, CSBM, and CSTS. (b) Cell viability of different
cancer cells after treatment with CSBE, CSME, CSBM, and CSTS (top). Viability of MCF-7 cells treated
with different concentrations of CSBE, CSME, CSBM, and CSTS under laser irradiation (bottom).
(c) The corresponding PDT results treated with CSBE. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [63].
Copyright 2017, Elsevier Ltd. (d) Molecular structure of ICy5-CPT-RGD. (e) Cell viability of BEL- 7402
cells treated with control group, ICy5, and PNT, with or without laser irradiation. (f) Tumor growth
curves (left) and photographs of tumors (right) of tumor-bearing mice treated with PBS (control),
control + light, CPT, PTN, Cy-PEG + light, and PTN + light. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [64].
Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH. (g) Molecular structures of SQs 4–6, 8, 9 and 14 with different groups.
(h) Photostability experiment of SQs 4–6, 8, 9 and 14 in DMSO. (i) Qualitative 1O2 generation ability
test of SQs 4–6, 8, 9, 14 and MB in PBS solution. Adapted with permission from Ref. [65]. Copyright
2019, Elsevier Ltd.

Yin et al. reported a new SQ-based molecule (ICy5) with aggregation-enhanced
photodynamic efficiency (Figure 15d) [64]. By covalently attaching amphiphilic groups to
functionalize ICy5, the self-assembled phototheranostic nanodrug (PTN) was obtained in
water with high 1O2 production ability. The CCK-8 assay showed that ICy5 had low dark
toxicity in both normal cells and cancer cells under the dark, while PTN caused the death
of most human hepatoma (BEL-7402) cells after light irradiation, indicating significant
cytotoxicity to cancer cells (Figure 15e). The fluorescent imaging of PTN demonstrated its
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excellent tumor-targeting ability in vivo (Figure 15f). Moreover, BEL-7402 tumor-bearing
mice were investigated to evaluate the tumor-inhibition efficiency of PTN in vivo, which
indicated that the mice treated with PTN exhibited excellent tumor-inhibition efficiency
under light irradiation.

Recently, Reis and Silvestre et al. further synthesized a series of SQs with different
groups on the central oxygen atoms, such as sulfur, barbituric acid, amino, and methy-
lamino (Figure 15g) [65]. Excluding monothio- and dithio-SQs, these SQs presented good
photostability (Figure 15h). Besides, in vitro potential of these SQs as photosensitizers for
PDT was evaluated in several tumor and non-tumor cell lines, and the results indicated
that all of SQs have effective 1O2 generation capacity under a custom-built LED irradiation
compared with FDA approved dye methylene blue (MB) (Figure 15i).

4. Conclusions

In this review, representative SQ-based fluorescent materials and their applications
for biosensing, bioimaging and phototherapy have been summarized, as shown in Table 1,
and the current research results have strongly suggested that SQs are attractive material
candidates for biomedics. However, there are still some challenges to be resolved. First of
all, most SQs suffer from severe aggregation, leading to quenched fluorescence and reduced
PDT efficiency in their aggregation state. Endowing SQs with AIE property is a feasible
solution, however, efficient structural design strategies are still lacking. Moreover, further
efforts are needed to improve the targeting ability and phototherapy effect of SQs. On the
other hand, NIR absorption/emission beyond 950 nm is highly necessary for bioimaging,
due to the requirement of matching the optical transparency window of biological tissues.
However, it remains a significant challenge to extend the absorption/emission to this
wavelength region, due to the fixed conjugation length of SQs. In this context, controlling
the aggregation behaviors in a favorable manner, such as achieving supramolecular J-
aggregates, will be an attractive approach.

Table 1. A summary of representative SQs for biomedical applications.

Categories Compounds Absorbance λmax
(nm)

Emission λmax
(nm) Biomedical Applications References

symmetrical SO3SQ 720 1 734 1 Cell imaging [52]
ISD-1 560 2 580 2 Cells and mice imaging [59]
ISD-2 561 2 581 2 Cells and mice imaging [59]
ISD-3 562 2 582 2 Cells and mice imaging [59]
ISD-4 561 2 582 2 Cells and mice imaging [59]
ISD-5 561 2 582 2 Cells and mice imaging [59]
ISD-6 578 2 598 2 Cells and mice imaging [59]
ISD-7 575 2 600 2 Cells and mice imaging [59]

4 645 1 - Cell imaging [65]

unsymmetrical TPE-SQ3 547 3 625 3 Detect ClO−, Cell imaging [38]
TPE-SQ4 561 3 629 3 Detect ClO−, Cell imaging [39]
TPE-SQ5 536 3 652 3 Detect ClO−, Cell imaging [39]
SQ-DNBS 553 4 - Detect thiophenol [44]
OCTL12 635 4 652 4 Cells and mice imaging [53]
OCTL13 636 4 650 4 Cells and mice imaging [53]
OCTL14 635 4 649 4 Cells and mice imaging [53]
OCTL15 637 4 650 4 Cells and mice imaging [53]
OCTL16 637 4 657 4 Cells and mice imaging [53]

ICy5-CPT-RGD 654 5 665 5 PDT [64]
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Table 1. Cont.

Categories Compounds Absorbance λmax
(nm)

Emission λmax
(nm) Biomedical Applications References

core-substituted SQ1 530 6 630 6 Detect GSH [45]
SQgl 708 3 744 3 Detect VAV-1 [46]

MitoESq-635 635 1 670 1 Cell imaging [50]
D1 867 1 907 1 Cells and mice imaging [51]
SQ 705 3 718 3 PTT [61]
SQ1 930 3 970 3 PTT [62]

CSBE ~600 4 - PDT [63]
CSME ~600 4 - PDT [63]
CSBM ~600 4 - PDT [63]
CSTS ~600 4 - PDT [63]

5 649 1 - PDT [65]
6 663 1 - PDT [65]
8 651 1 - PDT [65]
9 662 1 - PDT [65]
14 658 1 - PDT [65]

1 In DMSO. 2 Not mentioned. 3 In THF. 4 In PBS. 5 In FBS. 6 In borate buffer solution.
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